TONNEAU INSTALATION INSTRUCTIONS
HQ-HJ-HX-HZ-WB TONNEAU, 1971-1984
Part number: 205
CONTENTS

□1 X Tonneau cover

□1 X 1 Tonneau lock kit including 2 large rivets

Checked by_____________________

Date______________________

CARING FOR YOUR TONNEAU

Apply bee's wax or Dri-lube to stitching a few times a year, as this will maintain the tonneau's
waterproofing ability and prevent the stitching from degrading. Use a mild detergent and soft
scrubbing brush to clean tonneau.
Never drive without tonneau support bars in place as flapping can cause a delaminating
effect on the material.

"Tonneau is not designed to be used as a load restraint"

Tonno Lock

INTRODUCTION
The Tonno Lock is now a standard feature included with all Tuff Tonneaus. The Tonno Lock is
situated at the front of the tonneau cover, so as not to impede the accessibility of the Tuff Tonneau.
Fitting the lock is simple and only requires a small attachment on the inside edge of the tub behind
the cab. Together with a padlock, it provides you with an extremely effective theft deterrent. The
Tonno Lock is designed to suit all utes and prevent thieves stealing your Tuff Tonneau, so you can
continue to rely on the Tuff Tonneaus’ name to give you what you want in a tonneau cover.

BASIC TOOLS REQUIRED
Rivet gun, Drill, Torch, Marking Pencil/Pen. You will need to buy a small Padlock- make sure the
padlock will go through the hole on the Tonno lock.
TONNO LOCK CONTENTS
2 X 4MM Aluminium rivets
1 x Black Tonno Lock bracket
FITTING TONNO LOCK
1. Attach the black lock bracket to the bracket on the tonneau with your padlock, and fit the
tarp.
2. Getting under the tarp with a torch, place the lock bracket against the body and mark holes
with a pen.
3. Remove tonneau and drill the marks with a 4 mm drill bit, place the lock bracket in position
and rivet.
Your Tuff Tonneau is now ready for work.

Tonno Lock is not supplied with the Blank Tonneau Covers

